TECHNICAL RIDER January 2020
This rider is attached to the contract
and is an integral part of the contract.

THE BAND PROVIDES:

-

1 Sound engineer for FOH and monitors
Mixing board Midas M-32R
Midas DL-32 Digital Snake 32 inputs/16 outputs
Ethernet cable Cat-5 (150 feet long) between center stage to FOH mixing position
5 vocal microphones
Each band member provides his own snake cable (Extra XLR cables will be needed)

THE PRESENTER PROVIDES:

- Ethernet cable: IF the distance is more than 150 feet it will need to be provided by the PRESENTER
- Electric piano 88 weighted keys (not a synth) with a sustain pedal: Yamaha P-series, Nord piano, Korg SV-1,
-

Please NO Roland
Piano bench
Bass amplifier 2X10, 4X10 or 1X15 (Ampeg, David Eden, Mark Bass, Ashdown, Hartke)
1 Lights technician
5 monitor wedges: all the same model amplified or passive 5 channels for 5 separate mixes
5 tall boom tripod microphone stands + 2 round base microphone stands + 5 microphone clips
2 DI’s for the piano with two 1/4 inches jacks: 10’ long (3m)
2 chairs without arms
15 XLR cables 25 feet (7,5m)
Electrical power is needed at every musician’s position: 120 Volts or 230-240 Volts for AUS-UK-EU
Professional sound system, stereo 3 way FOH with subwoofers
The FOH and monitors must be fully operational prior to BAND load-in time.
The sound engineer of the BAND will run the sound during the soundcheck and the concert.
The venue’s TECHNICAL DIRECTOR and a LIGHT ENGINEER must be on site at all times to assist our
sound engineer if needed.
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STAGE DIMENSIONS AND STAGECRAFT:
Stage minimum dimensions:

22’ to 24’ width (6.7 to 7.5 meters)
18’ to 20’ depth (5.5 to 6 meters)

The stage should be equipped with a backdrop curtain and at least 2 pairs of legs, if available.
NOTE: If the event takes place outside, the stage MUST to be covered to protect the equipment and the BAND
from inclement weather, rain, sun, etc. The temperature on the stage must be above 13 degrees Celsius (55
Fahrenheit) .

FOH MIXING BOARD
For the installation of the BAND’S mixing board MIDAS M-32R 20 inches(51cm) X 24 inches(61cm), the
PRESENTER must provide a space of 4 feet (1.25m) by 4 feet (1,25m) with a table. The position of the table needs
to be in the center of the hall. In the case where the event takes place outside, the mixing board should be
enclosed and sheltered under a tent to protect it from inclement weather, rain, sun, etc.

SCHEDULE:
The BAND needs a total of 1 1/2 hours for the installation and the soundcheck. The schedule needs to be
confirmed with the BAND’S technical director after the contract is finalized. At the arrival, the BAND requires
assistance of at least one person to help transport the equipment into the hall.
Here is an example of the schedule the BAND requires.
3:15 pm
3:30 pm
3:45 - 5:15 pm
5:30 - 6:45 pm
7:00 - 7:30 pm
7:30 - 8:00 pm

Arrival and load-in of the BAND
Installation
Sound check
Dinner
Doors
Concert

NOTE: This doesn’t include time to set up the FOH and stage

OPERATIONS: (These steps have to be done before the arrival of the BAND)
-

Set up and plug the FOH sound system
Set up and plug the 5 monitors
Set up the mic boom stands with 5 mic clips
Set up piano and bass amplifier (as seen above on stage plot)
Set up piano bench and 2 chairs
Power is needed at every musician’s position (next to the monitor)
Set up the lights and pre-focus (see specs on lighting rider)

Note: All monitors cables and electric cords must come from the back of the stage to keep the front of stage clear.
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Outreach/Workshops

OUTREACH or WORKSHOPS
In case of an outreach event or workshop (An informative session with the band talking about traditional music,
historic facts, and demonstration of instruments—NOT a concert.), the following equipment is needed.
BACKLINE: (provided by PRESENTER)

- 5 chairs (without arms)
- Electric piano 88 weighted keys (not a synth) with a sustain pedal: Yamaha P-series, Nord piano, Korg SV-1,
Please NO Roland

- Piano bench
- Bass amplifier size 2X10, 4X10 or 1X15 (Ampeg, David Eden, Mark Bass, Ashdown, Hartke)
- 15 XLR cables
THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS WILL DETERMINE IF SOUND EQUIPMENT IS REQUIRED:

For 50 participants or less:

- Electric piano with Small Piano amplifier if piano has no built in speakers
- Piano bench
- Bass amplifier
- 2 chairs

For 51 to 200 participants:

Amplified, equipment required:

-

Electric piano (see models above)
Piano bench
Bass amp (see models above)
2 Front speakers adequate for the size of the room
5 monitor wedges: all the same model amplified or passive 5 channels for 5 separate mixes
7 tall boom tripod microphone stands
5 microphone clips
15 XLR cables
6-8 extension cords (20-25 feet)
2 chairs without arms

For 201 participants and more: Amplified, same equipment as a concert. See list above.
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LIGHTING PLOT

LIGHTING PLAN:
Dimmers 2.4K: 12 for the FOH / 25 for the TOP / 29 for the FLOOR

LAMPS:
- Pars medium: 27
- Pars Narrow: 10
- Fresnels 1K: 15
- Leeko 36: 5
- Leeko FOH: 14
- MDG Atmosphere
- LEE filter gel
- 5 booms 8’/250cm
- 4 floor base
- 5 gobo holders
- 3 lighting trusses
NOTE: The BAND will provide the burlaps banners treated with fire retardant (certificat 2019-1246) and GOBOs,
which will be given during installation. The BAND will also provide cue sheets with the ambiance for each song,
including pictures and light settings.
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CATERING

THE BAND consists of FIVE (5) musicians and is always accompanied by ONE (1) sound engineer.
Simon Beaudry
Nicolas Boulerice
André Brunet
Réjean Brunet
Olivier Demers
François Beauséjour

Guitar, Irish bouzouki, vocals
Hurdy gurdy, piano, vocals
Fiddle, feet percussion, vocals
Accordion, bass, piano, vocals
Fiddle, feet percussion, vocals
Sound engineer

DRESSING ROOM
The PRESENTER agrees to provide for the BAND’S sole use and for the duration of the engagement until curfew
ONE (1) clean dressing room. The dressing room should be well lit and should contain comfortable seating for SIX
(6) persons with: table, running water (hot and cold), and toilet.

PARKING
The PRESENTER agrees to ensure a parking space near the load-in or artist entrance for TWO (2) vehicles.

CATERING
For all changes to these catering specifications, please contact Geneviève Nadeau, genevieve@leventdunord.com.
On the arrival of the BAND, the PRESENTER agrees to provide, at his own expense, the following catering:

-

6 hot meals
5 small towels for use during the concert
Potable water for filling water bottles
Sparkling water
24 bottles of beer (12 IPA + 12 blonde) from micro breweries
2 bottles of wine (one red and one white)
ice cubes for the beverages if there is no refrigerator
Selection of snacks such as fresh fruit, cut vegetables, cheeses and crackers, local specialities, etc.
Coffee and tea

NOTE: No food allergies

CONTACTS:
Management La compagnie du Nord
Geneviève Nadeau
1-450-909-0940
genevieve@leventdunord.com

Marchandise
Olivier Demers
1-514-240-6842
olivier@leventdunord.com

Technical director:
Rejean Brunet
1-514-791-6839
sono@leventdunord.com

Tour manager :
André Brunet
1-514-378-0918
andre@leventdunord.com

The BAND appreciates your time and attention to the details in this rider. We look forward to a successful concert!
ACCEPTED BY ___________________________________________ DATE ___________________________
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